THE BEAUTY OF STAINED WOOD WITHOUT THE UPKEEP

Clopay’s Ultra-Grain® paint finish delivers the best of both worlds: the realistic look of natural wood with the low maintenance and energy efficiency benefits of insulated steel. But unlike real wood, it’s UV-resistant and impervious to moisture, so it won’t fade, rot, split, shrink or crack, saving you and the environment material, energy and resources necessary to maintain or replace door components.
The painted steel surface simulates a real stained door without the hassles of staining and the ongoing maintenance of wood.

For Gallery® Steel and Classic™ Steel doors, the woodgrain pattern is bi-directional, running horizontal on stiles and vertical on panels, while on the Canyon Ridge® and Modern™ Steel doors, the woodgrain runs uni-directional for an authentic, architecturally accurate look.

Available in Walnut, Dark, Cherry, Medium and Slate Finishes that complement entry doors, shutters and other exterior stained wood products.

Available on select 3-layer Gallery® Steel, Modern™ Steel and Classic™ Steel models. Available on Canyon Ridge® Carriage House 4-layer models and select Louver models.

The exterior surface texture complements the woodgrain pattern being used. For Gallery® Steel and Classic™ Steel doors, a stucco texture accentuates the bi-directional pattern, while on the Canyon Ridge® and Modern™ Steel doors, a woodgrain surface texture helps to make the door appear true to life.

Available for select WINDCODE® applications.

Window frames, grilles and inserts are color matched to coordinate with each finish. All window options are available.

Window frames, grilles and inserts are color matched to coordinate with each finish. All window options are available.

Visit clopaydoor.com or call 1-800-2CLOPAY (800-225-6729) for more information on Clopay, America’s Favorite Garage Doors.
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